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This was a week full of stories that just made me wonder about my place in the sphere of human
relationships. Alright, that’s too much. The stories were stories and many made me hope that the
week would end soon and that we could start over. Here are some of the items that I read crossing

the wires/digits this past week:

→Beppe Bigazzi. You may not have heard of the Italian chef and food writer,
but he’s got a lot of people upset. This week our fearless chef made one of his
regular appearance on the midday Italian Public Television La Prova del
Cuoco and presented the audience with recipes using house cats. Bigazzi

referred to cats as succulent and informed viewers about soaking the “meat” in spring water for
three days before cooking. Hostess Elisa Isoardi worked to persuade Bigazzi to apologize, but he
refused. Part of his reasoning was that during the 1930′s in the provinces people ate cats regularly.
The 77 year old chef’s been fired for obvious reasons. Italian animal protection authorities stress
that the killing of cats for food is illegal. The cooking professional part of me wonders if this wasn’t
the recollections of an elderly man for his lost childhood in the countryside. Not that I condone any of
his behavior, because 77 or 770, animal cruelty is just vile. When I was a kid, growing up in rural
mid-Michigan, I knew a cat and dog eating family. This was the late 1970′s and the family were the
emeritus poor-in poverty long before the depression. They actually would ask people which pet they
preferred.  Beppe is reliving what many folks live around the world. People eat to survive, despite
the disturbing nature of what they’re doing. Maybe he’ll go to a sunny nursing home and dream of
chasing cats over the fields as a boy.

→I kid you not, but General Larry Platt’s Pants On The Ground debuted this week on the
Billboard Hot 100 at #46. Granted, this isn’t the silly little bit he did at the Atlanta AI auditions, but a
slick hip-hop version (i.e., overproduced, busy, more insipid than the original if possible). So, now
along with hearing Taylor Swift and that stupid “Heaven” song (from four years ago) every hour on
commercial radio, listeners will be subjected to six more weeks of idol audition music. American
Idol has proven over the course of a decade that you don’t need talent to make it big in music. The
judges and producers may not have put Platt, William Hung, Jumping Dave, or Renaldo LaPuz
through over the years, but they sure as heck have over-promoted them. Idol makes its money the
old-fashioned way, by huckstering the hacks onto the viewing public. Don’t believe me? Try and
view Renaldo’s “We’re Brothers Forever” video (or any of the others) on YouTube and you’ll see a
nice note that Fremantle Media (AI’s distribution company) owns the rights to all of the historically
great losing auditions. So, congratulations to Larry Platt on becoming an American Idol after all.
He’ll have a longer career than Taylor Hicks, either way.  Onward and Upward.
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